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Making Less Mean More
We’re in the middle of a global health crisis.
In the UK, two thirds of all adults are overweight,
and one third of those are obese, (Source: Sky
News) and the US, Mexico, New Zealand and
Hungary have the highest rates of obesity in the
world. (Source: OECD) Globally restrictions are
being implemented to manage this - in the UK,
a total ban on HFSS food advertising before 9pm,
as well as restrictions on in-store promotions are
on the horizon.
But industries like alcohol and tobacco have been
on the receiving end of such targeted restrictions
before. In 2007, smoking inside UK hospitality was
banned and calls for an alcohol advertising ban in
the UK are growing louder each year. One way or
another, change is coming across the whole F&B
category and not just because of a change
in government policy.
A major shift in consumer behaviour has been taking
place - 51% of consumers claim to have switched
‘traditional’ snacks for high-protein or low-sugar
ones in the last year. (Source: FMCG Gurus)
The same is true for alcoholic drinks.
Non-alcoholic beer is rapidly growing - in the US,
sales grew by 34.8% in 2020. (Source: Forbes)

New line extensions and innovation are
going to become the lifeblood of brands
and you’re probably wondering how you can
position, package and communicate these
new line extensions.
Fortunately, no and low alcohol brands have
been doing this for years. We see opportunities
for F&B brands to make ‘less’ – less calories,
less alcohol, less fat, less sugar, less salt –
mean ‘more’.
We’ve identified 5 key opportunities to
demonstrate how you can make the most of
the incoming marketing restrictions to grow not
only your ‘better for you’ products, but master
brand equity too.

01
More
Visibility
As some media channels become off-limits,
your ‘better for you’ products will be your new
heroes and will keep the brand salient, giving
consumers something to talk about.

Did you know...

85%

growth in organic social media
conversations for non-alcoholic
beer in the last 2 years.

(Source: Forbes)

23%

decrease in social media
conversations for alcoholic beer.
(Source: Forbes)

More Visibility

Fluère

The non-alcoholic ‘spirits’ brand Fluère
has created a series of cocktails reflecting
the location of Team Andretti United
Extreme E’s racing series (electric
SUVs competing in extreme
environments around the world).

Aston Martin x Peroni
After a 60-year hiatus from the sport,
Aston Martin Cognizant F1 team
is returning to the grid. In February,
they announced their multi-year
sponsorship deal with Peroni
Libera 0.0%.

Kellogg

Built in collaborative workshops with
2,000 parents and their children, Kellogg
has launched its first plant-based snack
bar range for kids.

02
More
Consumers
Amongst the reasons why people
choose ‘better for you’ products are culture,
increased health awareness, greater variety,
and improved quality.
So rather than seeing them as niche options in
your portfolio, look at the potential they offer to
increase brand penetration.

Did you know...
The global alcohol-free beer
market is a large and diverse
market that accounts for

57%
of the world’s population.
(Source: WHO)

More Consumers

KIND

KIND, known for its snack bars and
subscription boxes, has expanded
into the plant-based, frozen treat
aisle with its latest offering: KIND
FROZEN Pints.

Dr Bronner’s

The soap brand’s commitment to an
ethical supply chain for their soap comes
with plenty of contacts in the cocoa world.
They saw an opportunity to grow their
brand as well as their partnerships with
fair trade farmers by developing a rich
dark chocolate.

Cale

Cale breaks open the wine industry by
creating a whole new realm of low sugar,
low alcohol, and low-calorie wine. The
branding and pack were designed with
these aspects in mind and consciously
favour a more natural tone.

03
More
Occasions
A key opportunity for alcohol brands
launching no-lo product extensions is the
ability to extend the moment of consumption
to enable your brand to be present in previously
unimagined occasions.
From pop-up experiences like fitness classes to
a drive-thru tasting station, drinks brands have
started to target consumers in new places and
occasions. And as a result, even sales of their
alcoholic products are up.

Did you know...

20%

of all non-alcoholic beers
are sold as a replacement
to soft drinks, instead of
alcoholic options.
(Source: Wall Street Journal)

More Occasions

Rocktails

Inspired by their award-winning
restaurant in Devon, Rocktails has
created a selection of alcohol-free
drinks specifically for those choosing
to drive to their remote location.

SaladPower

A complete solution for daily vegetables
that tastes amazing with no prep and
no clean up, each of SaladPower’s
organic smoothies contains two times the
recommended daily serving of vegetables,
without any added sugar or flavouring.

Evive Nutrition

Evive Nutrition makes frozen smoothie and
lunch cubes made with blends of organic
vegetables, superfoods and plant-based
proteins. The recipes are free from added
sugar, artificial flavours or preservatives.

04
More
Fun

Challenger brands in the ‘better for you’
category have an inherent ability to break
the rules. They play with category codes and
conventions, have high levels of social media
fluency, and focus on e-commerce.
Younger consumers buy them to set themselves
apart and express individuality. With new
products in the pipeline, your brand has an
opportunity to create impact too.

Did you know...
Gen Z consumers are

57%

more likely than Millennials
to use brands to set
themselves apart.
(Source: McKinsey)

More Fun

Jim Beam

Seeking to offer drinkers a refreshing,
convenient alternative to whiskey, Jim
Beam has created a ‘sessionable’ RTD
highball, moving the brand into a more
leisurely environment.

Plenty

Plenty is disrupting the salad shelves.
The indoor vertical farming company taps
into the psychology of fast food to inspire
hunger with colours like ketchup red and
mustard yellow.

NUGGS

NUGGS are a D2C plant-based chicken
nugget alternative with a bold voice. With
a core purpose to make simulated nuggets
go viral, it describes itself as a tech
company, ‘engineering the world’s most
advanced nugget technology’.

05
More
Purpose

Purpose is a crucial driver of purchase for
some consumers - a great starting point when
finding a message that overcomes the incoming
channel barriers.
Ben & Jerry’s always manages to incorporate
their products and messages into larger social
movements. As a result, they’re the #8 most
loved food brand amongst 13-17 years old,
despite tight regulation restricting them from
targeting these consumers. (Source: YPulse)

Did you know...

9 in 10
Gen Zers believe brands have a
responsibility to address social
and environmental issues.
(Source: McKinsey)

More Purpose

Halo Top

To welcome its newly released Fruit Pops
made with 50% less sugar than other
leading ice lollies, Halo Top is offering
consumers a chance to win 50% cash
back by submitting a receipt from
a recent fitness purchase.

Greenbar Distillery

Entirely carbon-negative, Greenbar
Distillery boasts the largest portfolio
of organic spirits in the world. Labels
are made out of 100% post-consumerwaste and, they are also focused on
eradicating deforestation.

Tony’s Chocolonely

Tony’s Chocolonely launched its Sweet
Solutions bars to make the point that
the confectionary industry has not done
enough to eradicate child labour. Each
pack is Tony’s Chocolonely’s take on
famous chocolate companies who
have fallen short.

5 ways to make less
mean more:
Gain more visibility
Reach more consumers
Extend to more occasions
Be more fun
Show more purpose

Missouri Creative is a design and creative agency.

GET IN TOUCH

We believe insight is the foundation for everything we do.
Whether on-line, on pack, in-store, on-shelf or at home, we
understand how through memorable, emotive design and
communication, brands can create impact where it matters most
- where the brand meets the consumer. Missouri’s philosophy is
‘Don’t tell me, show me’. Why? Because we believe brands that
Show Me will rule the world.
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We have extensive experience in:
- Brand Strategy
- Brand World
- Packaging
- Point of Sale
- Brand Activations
- Serve Rituals
We’d love to SHOW YOU.
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